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Dear Friends and Colleagues,

The field of breast reconstruction surgery is in extremely dynamic stage. Personally I’m

inspired by the term “total breast reconstruction” where all the details find their places

and a breast cancer patient experiences overall psycho-physical healing. In order to

accomplish the different needs for various patients there still is plenty of work to be done

- not to mention tremendous possibilities in molecular science and technology.

On behalf of the PAR Journal’s Editorial team, it is my great pleasure to invite you to

submit your paper(s) to the special issue on “State of the art in breast reconstruction.”

Research should be related to: breast reconstruction techniques with autologous tissues or

implants, lymphedema, oncoplastic surgery, skin sparing mastectomy, ADMs in breast

reconstructions, perforator flaps in breast reconstructions, fat grafting techniques, life

quality after breast reconstruction, sensory nerve lesion and its recovery, donor site issues

after breast reconstruction.

We accept Original Articles, Review Articles, Case Reports, or others, and Original

Articles and Review Articles are preferable.

The following information is for your consideration:

1) Free to Publish: There is no publication fee.

2) Rapid Publication: The submission date to publication date of each high-quality

manuscript will not exceed 45 days (each submission will be rigorously and impartially

peer reviewed).

3) Wide Promotions: The full text of each published article can be accessed online by



readers around the world without any charges either at our website or in indexed

databases (DOAJ, EBSCO, Eurasian Scientific Journal Index, Google Scholar, Hinari,

JournalGuide, JournalTOCs, Root Indexing, CNKI, Wanfang Data, DRJI, Open J-Gate

ResearchBib, SHERPA/RoMEO, and Bielefeld Academic Search Engine). Besides, all

published articles will be promoted on academic conferences, social networks for

scientists, etc.

Articles will be peer-reviewed and can be submitted electronically from

http://parjournal.net/login or sent to par_editor001@parjournal.net. Please indicate in the

Cover Letter that your article is submitted for the Special Issue on “State of the art in

breast reconstruction.”

Should you have any questions in submission, please feel free to contact Ruirui Zhang,

the Managing Editor of PAR, at par_editor001@parjournal.net. We look forward to

receiving your manuscript(s).

Kind regards,

Dr. Taina A. Broth, MD, PhD

Assistant Professor of Plastic Surgery

Helsinki University, Finland.

Email: partanenta@gmail.com
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